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substantial aid. It came from Formosa through an independent
American agency in Bangkok. The wildest rumours flew around,
and in January 1952 Mr. Vyshinsky in the United Nations
Assembly charged the American Command with the transfer
of troops from Formosa to Siam and eastern Burma. No
evidence, however, has ever been produced of America's
official complicity in what had now become a very dirty
business.
Throughout 1952 Li Mi was building up his strength in
defiance of Burma. Early in 1953 his units launched attacks
across the Salween into the Shan State, the Kachin State and
the Kayah State (Karenni). So, instead of completing the task
of crushing her rebels, Burma had to use the major part of her
armed forces in driving off the invaders. In April 1953 she took
the matter to the United Nations General Assembly, asking
that effective measures should be taken to compel the evacua-
tion of the KMT forces. The upshot of this was an agreement
by Chiang Kai-shek's government to negotiate. After months
of deliberate prevarication a sham evacuation was carried out
during November and December 1953. The Burma army
thereupon launched a major offensive, 'Operation Bayinnaung',
which culminated in the capture of the KMT headquarters
in March 1954. Even then, although a further evacuation
was agreed upon, thousands of Li Mi's forces were never
rounded up, and today still prey upon the hill villages of
Kengtung.
It was the turn of the rebels next. In July 1954 a drive
against the communists in central Burma destroyed them as
an effective force, while another against the PVOs was equally
successful. The Karen National Defence Organization was the
toughest nut to crack. Determined operations against them in
the Delta region and on the Siam border towards the end of
1953 broke the back of their resistance. The final blow, however,
was not delivered until March 1955 when Papun their 'capital'
was captured. The rebellions have now all been crushed, but
at the time of writing (Autumn 1955) lawlessness and dacoity
still remain very serious problems.
In its first flush of enthusiasm the AFPFL drew up a
comprehensive programme of nationalization. Land in par-

